Related Perspectives

GameStop Saga Invites Scrutiny of Brokerage Practices
We do not anticipate material bottom line impacts to brokers, but the discussion around payment for order flow bears watching.

Large Cap Value Strategy Update 4Q20
PM Dmitry Khaykin explains how a long-overdue value rotation helped cap a resilient year for the Strategy.

Return of Nominal Growth Could Further Boost Value Stocks
All Cap Value Strategy 4Q20: With inflation expectations and interest rates climbing, the question is: when will things get too hot?

Vaccines Pave Way for Value Rotation
Large Cap Value Strategy 4Q20: A broad-based rally driven by a rotation into cyclicals helped value stocks outperform.

Reflationary Shift a Powerful Catalyst for Cyclicals
International Value 4Q20: A global bias for reflationary economic policies combined with capital-intensive technological development could spark the strongest growth in 20 years.
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Head of Quantitative Research Farhan Mustafa and Portfolio Manager Sam Peters join Jeff Schulze to provide perspective on the recent performance comeback for value stocks and what it will take from both a market and macroeconomic standpoint for value to maintain its leadership for an extended period.
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